Bankers need instant and affordable access to archived transaction data to make good business decisions. Regulators want increasing levels of reporting and security. Satisfy all these demands with UStore, the new online archiving service from United Bankers’ Bank.

“UStore is another example of how UBB innovates to address a pressing need for community bankers. And no one I’ve ever worked with supports its products like UBB Operations. No one!”

— Chad Ehmke, IT Officer/Cashier, Flagship Bank, Winsted, MN

Compliance and business requirements are driving the need to retain increasing levels of information, and to provide immediate access to massively growing stores of archived data. UStore – from your trusted friends at United Bankers’ Bank – archives your data with advanced search technology so you can run inquiries and reports every day if necessary. Find exactly what you need across multiple applications, including ACH, image cash letters and wires. UStore is more than just an archiving service.

Storage has become increasingly expensive. With our secure servers and technology expertise, you have a turnkey archive solution without the need to invest in and maintain expensive, new equipment. And instead of wasting time hunting for records in dusty file cabinets or in stacks of backup disks, your staff can concentrate on projects that create more value for your customers and the bank.

UStore deploys the latest data storage and online security protocols to protect your records, including:

- SSL encryption of all data
- RAID 6 to protect against double disk failures
- Replicated data in multiple data centers
- Biometrically controlled user access

You’ll never worry again about recovering your historical data if a fire or other disaster should strike your bank.
Transactional data is currently available to all UBB online customers for 12 months at no charge. UStore extends storage indefinitely at a fraction of what it would cost to maintain an archiving system at your bank. Full archiving and search are available for a $35-per-month account analysis soft charge, and includes:

- DDA transaction archives 1/1/2011 and forward
- UNET:web transaction and report archives 2/13/2012 and forward
- UNET:web historical archives prior to 2/13/2012
- Image exchange archives 2/13/2012 and forward

UStore for DDA transactions ONLY is available for a $20-per-month account analysis soft charge.

Patient, responsive, knowledgeable, accessible, friendly, legendary … these are actual words customers used to describe their **First for Your Success** experience with UBB Operations.

Real people answer the phone rather than a multi-menu voicemail. And you’ll get answers from one of the most experienced support teams in community banking.

---

**Small Investment, Big Return**

Add UStore to your online banking experience at UBB. Call us for details, and we’ll get you started today!

---

**Legendary Customer Service**

Call Us ... **First!**